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WELCOME
Welcome to the latest edition 
of Army Safety & Environment 
Matters magazine and to our 
focus on risk. It complements the 
subject matter being debated at 
the Army Safety and Environment 
Conference in March 2022, in 
Tidworth, on the same important 
theme.

The revised Safety and 
Environmental Management 
System, ACSO1200 and the 
Safety Risk Management (SRM) 
training packages seek to 
simplify the risk management 
process applied in the Army 
using a principles based 
approach making it more useable 
and robust. I would encourage 
all leaders to ensure they and 
their organisations have engaged 
successfully in that training to 
optimise military training value.

There is plenty of substance 
in this edition for which I am 
grateful to all contributors 
for their not inconsiderable 
efforts. I would trail a couple of 
contributions that challenge the 
prevailing views and conventional 
wisdom around risk on operations 
and training. Professor David Ball 
challenges how risk is viewed 
and managed and how this could 
differ, which is most thought 
provoking, and 2 PARA challenge 
how wider policies might be 
applied during fast moving, 
high readiness operational 
deployments. 

I shamelessly prompt DURALS up 
front as the mechanism through 
which we in the Army and wider 
Defence increasingly capture 
occurrences at the frontline, 
initially through Defence 
Alert followed by the official 
Occurrence Report, analyse them, 
investigate where necessary and 
exploit and learn.

It is already transforming how we 
operate and will provide objective 
evidence on which command 
decisions are made. Your ongoing 
engagement and challenge is 
critical to enhance its utility for  
all users.

Finally, as we all reinforce our 
safety culture, I would ask you to 
keep the safety debate going at all 
levels, to test the maturity of our 
just and questioning cultures and 
to incorporate it as part of routine 
unit battle rhythms. 

Looking forward to the debate,

Colonel Graham 
Livingstone
Chief Safety (Army)



NEWS IN BRIEF 
Defence-wide Vision 
for Health, Safety 
and Environmental 
Protection (HS&EP)
The MOD’s Health, Safety 
and Environmental Protection 
(HS&EP) Function has defined 
and published a vision which 
sets how Defence plans to:

• Eliminate fatalities whilst 
enhancing capability.

• Minimise injury through 
learning. 

• Protect the environment from 
harm. 

In addition, it reminds us that 
safety is everyone’s business 
and that we all have a collective 
responsibility to prevent harm 
to ourselves, others and the 
environment. See the link below 
for more information.
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Electrical Equipment 
Inspection & Test 
(EEIT – or PAT in old 
money!) 
Changes in the Code of 
Practice 5th Edition has led 
to an overhaul in the training 
for Electrical Equipment 
Inspection and Test (EEIT). 
This has now been completed 
and the ASCen course has been 
updated to reflect the changes 
and incorporates supporting 
documentation, an updated 
powerpoint presentation and 
an aide memoire for those 
conducting and instructing 
EEIT.

Those who need to upskill 
(all old PAT testers and PAT 
instructors) must now make 
themselves familiar with the 
new training package. Once 
content, instructors may deliver 
the course and award EEIT 
once students have passed. All 
previous PAT trained personnel 
must familiarise themselves with 
the changes, and if confident 
that they fully understand the 
changes, then they may continue 
to conduct Unit Inspection and 
Test of Electrical Equipment.  
Any questions can be directed 
to Maj Karen Thomson (ASCen-
TEaL-SO2) karen.thomson557@
mod.gov.uk  or WO1 Vance 
Allen (AFPA), vance.allen700@
mod.gov.uk     

 

Energy Management 
Team 2021 (Public 
Sector) Award Win
Congratulations to 29 Regiment  
Royal Logistic Corps and 
all service personnel, 
civil servants, colleagues, 
families, DIO, Army Basing 
& Infrastructure and industry 
partners at South Cerney 
Station in Gloucestershire for 
winning the prestigious Energy 
Managers Association ‘Energy 
Management Team 2021 (Public 
Sector)’ Award.

Army Safety and 
Environmental 
Management System 
(ASEMS) Framework
In the last issue of this 
magazine, under an article titled 
‘Army Safety, Environmental, 
Fire (ASEF) Framework’ we 
set out this initiative which is 
aiming to deliver “a framework, 
or ‘one stop shop’ for Army 
safety and environmental 
policy statements, procedural 
information and practical, ready 
to use guidance – supported by 
current references and links”.

Since publishing this, Army 
Safety Centre and its AFPA 
Working Group has sought 
advice from technical advisors 
Wood Plc on the structuring and 
presentation of this material, 
in an attempt to make the 
framework as user friendly as 
possible. (Wood recently helped 
deliver the Unit and Cadet 
ASEMSA Question Set Aide 
Memoires, see page 19, and it’s 
hoped that this experience will 
help ensure that the ASEMS 
Framework can be similarly 
clear and logical, with coherent 
formatting, templates, etc.)

Because of the additional effort 
now going into this, the delivery 
programme has extended beyond 
the “due for launch later in 2021” 
programme previously stated. 
However, work is progressing 
well and AFPA’s Capt Dave Ford 
and WO1 Dave Radford continue 
to provide a steering role, which 
will help ensure that what is 
ultimately delivered in coming 
months will offer a step change 

By working together in 
partnership and harmony with 
nature and science the South 
Cerney Energy Management 
Team have continued to 
demonstrate their incredible 
dedication, commitment and 
resilience in driving forward 
the site’s energy efficiency – 
protecting the environment and 
helping meet net zero targets 
and being ready to face the 
climate change challenges 
ahead – all whilst maintaining 
operational effectiveness and 
capability.

Contributed by Capt Nigel 
Williams, Army Force Protection 
Advisor (AFPA), South Cerney. 

Join us on  
Defence Connect
We’ve recently given the  
Army Safety Centre Defence 
Connect Group a serious 
makeover: https://jive.
defencegateway.mod.uk/
groups/army-safety-centre, 
so if you have Defence Gateway 
access and you’re not already a 
member – please join the group 
ASAP and contribute to SHEF 
knowledge sharing.

Whilst you’re at it, why not also 
join the new Defence Unified 
Reporting and Lessons System 
(DURALS) community too?: 
https://jive.defencegateway.
mod.uk/groups/durals

Going forward, both sites will 
become the main distribution 
point for Army Safety Centre and 
DURALS guidance / publications 
(non-Sensitive material).

for consistency across the Army 
in the delivery of a practical 
ASEMS structure – cohesively 
aligned to ACSO 1200, and with 
templates that can be adapted to 
local Unit circumstances.

A Fond Farewell to 
Maj Karen Thomson
It is will great sadness that 
we say farewell to Maj Karen 
Thomson, SO2 TEaL, who 
leaves the Safety Centre in the 
Spring. Having spent just over a 
year in post Maj Thomson has 
had a tremendously positive 
effect on the suite of safety 
training courses that the ASCen 
are responsible for, and some 
that we aren’t! Her leadership 
and guidance to the AFPA 
cohort has also been invaluable. 
We all wish her well in her well 
earnt semi-retirement / house 
renovation and hope to see her 
back in uniform again in the 
near future.

REMEMBER!
We Must Report  
Near Misses...

So that analysis and /
or investigations can be 
conducted, lessons learnt 
and these communicated 
across the Army to help 
prevent injuries and save 
lives – JUST DO IT! 

Deputy Chief Safety (Army).

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mod-health-safety-and-environmental-protection-hsep-functional-strategy
mailto:Karen.Thomson557%40mod.gov.uk?subject=
mailto:Karen.Thomson557%40mod.gov.uk?subject=
mailto:vance.allen700%40mod.gov.uk%20?subject=
mailto:vance.allen700%40mod.gov.uk%20?subject=
https://www.theema.org.uk/energy-management-awards-2021/
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/army-safety-centre
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/army-safety-centre
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/army-safety-centre
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
https://www.theema.org.uk/energy-management-awards-2021/
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/army-safety-centre
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mod-health-safety-and-environmental-protection-hsep-functional-strategy
https://www.theema.org.uk/energy-management-awards-2021/
https://www.theema.org.uk/energy-management-awards-2021/
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/army-safety-centre
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
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 REPORTING 
As part of the Army’s adoption of the 
Defence Unified Reporting and Lessons 
System (DURALS) the Army Incident 
Notification Cell (AINC) has changed 
its organisational title to the Army 
Reporting Cell (ARC), reflecting the 
change in its role and responsibilities. 
This came into effect on 1 Jan 22. 

The new ARC contact email address is:  
ASCen-ARC-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk

Reporting will be transformed with 
the introduction of the Defence Alert 
(Defence Gateway) and DURALS – 
MODNet. This new IT platform is a 
modern system predicated on making 
reporting easier for the user; Army and 
Civil Servants using either their Defence 
Gateway account (Defence Alert) and /or 
MODnet account (Occurrence reporting). 

This is a self-serve system removing 
any reliance on a 2nd party to provide 
management information, which is 
achievable through the exploitation 
functionality. 

• Risk Assessment (RA) is frequently 
identified in findings and with 
recommendations to improve RAs. 
The Army now has a large cohort 
of RA trained personnel, so the 
understanding or RA is improving. 
However, the use of generic RAs 
without making them specific to an 
activity is still occurring, they need 
to be reviewed for each activity to 
consider elements of the activity 
e.g. the personnel, environmental 
conditions and equipment being used 
on the activity. The use of generic 
RAs without reviewing them needs 
to stop and each RA needs to be 
specific for an activity.

In addition to the SI investigations, 
there is an ongoing NSI into the use 
of L109 HE Grenades as a result of 
three occurrences last year in which 
service personnel were injured. A Stop 
Notice was issued by the DSA, however 
now that PAM 21 has been updated in 
this area surrounding the building of 
alternative cover, the Stop Notice has 
been rescinded. All RCOs are reminded  
to follow the grenade procedures within 
Pam 21 and the importance of following 
the progression of training within the 
OSP for LFTT for all personnel.

There have recently been two 
occurrences on public highways 
involving Man SV variants that 
resulted in serious injuries to service 
personnel. The Defence Accident 
Investigation Branch (DAIB) deployed 
to both and produced deployment 
reports. Observations present in both 
reports were poor convoy drills and 
a loss of attention to hazards on the 
road ahead that contributed to the 
occurrences happening. In both cases 
there were commanders (and additional 
service personnel) in the cabs, so it 
should be emphasised prior to journeys 
that commanders have duties and an 
active role in making sure the detail is 
completed safely.     

If you are an owner of a recommendation 
or would like further information, 
contact ASCen SO1 SL&I or SO2 SL&I 
via ASCen-Mailbox (MULTIUSER) 
ASCen-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk.

Contributed by Martyn Cox, SO1 Safety Lessons 
and Investigations

DURALS is also supported by a new 
group / portal on Defence Connect  
(see News in Brief).

Contributed by Tracey Trueman, SO2 ARC 

 INVESTIGATIONS / LESSONS 
The Army has had 194 recommendations 
placed on it from Service inquiries (SIs) 
and Non-Statutory inquiries (NSIs) over 
the last five years. Of those and at time 
of writing in Jan 22:
• 97 have been actioned and closed.
• 67 are ongoing.
• 30 are still classified as ‘new’.  

New means that in the DSA tool for 
managing recommendations (the 
Recommendations Implementation 
Tracker), there has been no 
implementation plan entered by the 
Implementation Manager, so will not be 
moved to ongoing until that is entered. 

Two elements that recommendations are 
seeking to improve in the SI reports are:

• Culture – there are five components 
that make up safety culture (reporting, 
questioning, learning, flexible an just). 
There are two which are repeatedly 
identified as requiring improvements 
in the SIs and NSIs reports; these 
are ‘reporting’ and ‘just’. With the 
implementation of DURALS which will 
transform the reporting culture in the 
Army, and across Defence, the other 
area still to work on is a ‘just culture’. 
See ACSO 1200 for more information 
on this.

ACSO 1200

mailto:ASCen-ARC-Mailbox%40mod.gov.uk?subject=
mailto:ASCen-Mailbox%40mod.gov.uk?subject=
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/mod-health-safety-and-environmental-protection-hsep-functional-strategy
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961434/20210101-ACSO_1200_ASEMS_Final_Version_16.pdf
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://akx.sps.ahe.r.mil.uk/sites/vault/IMS3/Army*20Safety*20and*20Environment*20Matters/CESO*20Key*20Documents/AC64681*20-*20Intranet*20PDF*20-*20Managing*20a*20Safe*20System*20of*20Work*20-*20Jul*2021.pdf__;JSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJQ!!NgwEkeqe!C9QLyMVhpZ_lQy1MKLeFTYEl4rp3gU2It_jN_VkHsEgV_B8_Kdmuq1XT1iInonQt6mzY$
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/961434/20210101-ACSO_1200_ASEMS_Final_Version_16.pdf
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Risk assessment and the subsequent decision-
making process – what to do about it? – have 
been systematised in the last half century.  
Prior to that everyone (and every living creature) 
assessed risk in an intuitive way and was by-
and-large very successful, otherwise they 
wouldn’t have survived. 

This systematisation of risk assessment and decision 
making has made many people wary and even 
afraid of something which historically they have 
done automatically. The reasons likely include the 
associated bureaucracy of the formal process and its 
legal connotations. If something bad happens, your 
paperwork will be scrutinized, and your decisions 
questioned.

However, academics who do research on risk have also 
identified issues in the newly formalised processes 
of risk assessment, even down to the definition of the 
word ‘risk’ itself. 

WHAT IS RISK? The most straightforward definition is the likelihood 
of some specified event happening during a certain 
time. However, a common alternative definition is that 
risk is a combination of likelihood and consequence. 
The latter definition tends, where a serious 
consequence can be imagined, to lead to 
an over-estimation of risk. For example, in 
a trial a group of occupational health and 
safety professionals found it difficult to rate 
the risk of crowded platforms on the London 
Underground. The obvious hazard, coupled 
with the potential serious consequence of 
an accidental fall from the platform, tends 
to inflate the risk estimate. In fact, statistics 
show that the likelihood of this hazard being 
realised by any individual is incredibly small.

A second issue is that conventional risk assessment 
focuses on the downside. When it comes to engaging 
in activities, even risky ones, this is done because of 
the associated benefits which might be health, fitness, 
preparedness, enjoyment. Rational thought would 
lead one to weigh up the one against the other and 
decide on balance whether to engage or not, but risk 
assessment as commonly practised does not do this. 
It just seeks to minimise risk. But even in the case 
of children at play it is now recognised that children 
need real, not fake, risk experiences for developmental 
reasons. Thus, conflicts between risk assessment 
and rational decision making can generate feelings of 
uncertainty and unease. A proposed solution is that 
benefit-risk assessment should be used instead.

Another risk assessment issue which physical and 
especially adventure activity brings to the fore is 
that the kind of assessment with which we are most 
familiar, the kind which can be written down on 
paper, is less useful than the moment-by-moment risk 
assessment – the dynamic risk assessment (DRA) – 
of the individual leading or carrying out the activity. 
Greater recognition needs to be given to the importance 
of DRA and how proficiency in it is achieved. 

As with toddlers in playgrounds, it is likely through 
real world experience rather than encounters with 
Disneyesque simulations of danger.

Finally, we have created a world of (risk) management 
systems and bureaucracy which has its roots a century 
ago in what has come to be known as ‘Taylorism.’ 
This approach has been very successful in industry in 
terms of greater productivity and safety, but more and 
more questions are being raised about the continuing 
trend to greater control in the form of standard working 
practices and codes, most of which constrain the 
front-line individual’s ability to apply DRA based on 
knowledge and experience. It is argued that what 
is needed to progress is an approach which teaches 
principles and then permits operatives more freedom to 
think without the fear that if things go wrong, as will 
sometimes happen, they will be blamed. And perhaps 
there should be more focus on what goes right rather 
than what goes wrong.

The key themes from this contribution are definitions, 
benefits, dynamic risk assessment, understanding, and 
empowerment.

Article contributed by David Ball – Professor of Risk Management 
and Director of the Centre for Decision Analysis & Risk Management, 
Middlesex University

A crowded underground platform as a 
train approaches... high or low risk?

Risky activities, but with 
multiple benefits
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During winter 2020/21 a Light Cavalry Squadron 
Group known as Cassino Troop deployed to 
Poland as part of NATO’s enhanced Forward 
Presence Battlegroup Poland (e-FP BG P) on 
Op CABRIT 8, where the team experienced the 
coldest Polish winter in a generation.

To ensure readiness, capability and that the effect of 
deterrence was met the need to continue training (and 
operating) in extreme cold temperatures had to be 
achieved. The business of operating open architecture 
vehicles in cold and extreme cold weather is tough 
and requires refined skills and tactics, techniques, and 
procedures (TTPs), proactive risk management at all 
levels and a fair amount of grit. As an independent 
Squadron group representing the UK alongside trusted 
NATO allies it was our challenge to produce the effect 
while ensuring the environmental challenges were 
mitigated against as best we could to protect the force 
and maintain combat effectiveness. 

SOLDIERING IN EXTREME COLD WEATHER:  
A COMMANDER’S VIEW & OBSERVATIONS
Article contributed by Maj Ben Matthews QDG and Capt Isobel Folkes RAMC

This article will not delve deeply into cold weather 
TTPs, the physical survival on open architecture 
vehicles and how it was achieved – rather, it provides 
a viewpoint on some useful management observations, 
building on other excellent work already done in this  
magazine (Issue 59) and other publications, namely  
JSP 375 Vol 1 Ch42, and its Annexes, the 
Commanders Guide to Cold Injury and Commanders 
Cold Injury Risk Assessment Checklist. 

KEY LEADERS AND EXPERIENCE
The Sqn group was led by a Maj (OF3) and, in 
addition to the normal posts found in a Light Cavalry 
sub unit, was privileged to have attached a General 
Duties Medical Officer (GDMO) Capt, a Med Sgt and 
a National Support Element team led by a Capt (OF 
2). Outside of this Sqn ‘bubble’ was the US Chain of 
Command and medical support. 

Apart from one crew commander, none of the team 
had previously deployed on operations or exercise in 
extreme cold weather environments, and experience 
was very much restricted to some cold and wet Wessex 
Storms, WS 20/1 being the most recent to the Chain 
of Command (CoC). What was critical to compliment 
this was reach back support in the UK, particularly 
on the medical side to inform decisions, alongside 
conversations with those facing similar challenges in 
other operational theatres/areas e.g. Estonia.   

Observation 1 – A collaborative approach to 
maximise knowledge in decision making is 
crucial. This includes a wide network outside the 
immediacy of the deployed team. 

CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED

• 1 month of temperatures averaging below –20°C.  

• 2 months of temperatures averaging below –10°C. 

• Lowest temperature recorded –27°C.

• Lowest temperature recorded in Jackal open architecture 
vehicle –59°C (inc. wind chill).

• Snow – max one metre deep.

• Icy and treacherous roads / tracks for 3½ months.

EDUCATING THE FORCE
Educating the force can be split broadly into two key 
forms: a formally convened Cold Weather Operators 
Course led by Land Warfare Centre (LWC) cold 
weather experts, which the majority of the Sqn 
completed; and less formal but recorded briefs from 
the medical team and CoC on cold weather injury 
prevention and risk management. 

Cold Weather Operators Course (CWOC)
This is delivered annually to troops in both Estonia 
and Poland and was a brilliant one week short course 
delivering the basics in cold weather operating, 
‘surviving to fight’ and management.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/management-of-health-and-safety-in-defence-arrangements-jsp-375-volume-1-chapter-42
https://akx.sps.ahe.r.mil.uk/sites/vault/CLF/Army%20Health/Injury%20Prevention/Comds_Cold_injury_A5_draft_v5.pdf#search=Cold%20injury%20JSP
https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/sites/defnet/HOCS/Documents2/JSP375_Vol1_Chap42_AnnexA.pdf
https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/sites/defnet/HOCS/Documents2/JSP375_Vol1_Chap42_AnnexA.pdf
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5 Rifles have previously detailed the activity in this 
publication. This was a critical course in setting 
the foundations for success and enabling activity 
when others considered the conditions out of scope 
for operating. Early engagement was crucial and an 
introductory talk in the UK from the CWOC lead prior 
to deployment is strongly advised.

Formal Awareness Briefs 
The  CoC conducted cold weather injury and 
prevention briefs before each activity (ranges, LCpl 
ALDP, field exercise, etc). The value of repetition of 
messages and information cannot be underestimated. 
The result of this was a better educated force in cold 
weather injury than is usual at regimental duty in the 
UK and indeed on major exercises, e.g. Ex Wessex 
Storm. The second order effect is that soldiers are more 
aware of their limitations (and that of their teammates) 
in extreme cold weather, resulting in early reporting of 
physical degradation as opposed to blindly soldiering 
through early stage climatic injury resulting in more 
grave physical injury later, something unfortunately 
still all too common.

A positive, conversational culture was key to the right 
decisions being made. Ultimately, the decision rested 
with the OC, but well educated, informed and thereby 
empowered junior commanders with confidence in the 
Commanders Guide to Cold Injury allowed for clear 
‘cut offs’ in decision making enabling more informed 
decisions and more easily communicable assessments 
when operating dispersed across the battlespace.  

Observation 3 – Well trained and empowered 
junior commanders in a positive culture 
are crucial to making the right decisions 
in accepting or rejecting risks. As the 
force disperses the need for confidence in 
decision making across the CoC and clarity of 
communication becomes more crucial.    

REPORTING CULTURE
One key aspect of reporting is that the more aware 
and educated the soldiers are of NFCIs and countering 
them, the more likely they are to report events – 
particularly when the team culture is right. While no 
suspected NFCI is welcome, there was confidence 
taken from a proactive and educated approach when 
compared with some historical cases of ‘soldiering 
on’ through clear cold weather injuries as a result of 
their own and the CoC’s lack of understanding of the 
possible injuries and their symptoms. Such events 
have on occasions resulted in significant financial 
penalties / pay-outs from the MOD and permanent 
damage to the individual. It is therefore understandable 
to a degree the interest generated when a suspected 
NFCI is reported up the CoC but context and detail  
is key. 

Observation 2 – More Aware Soldiers (as a 
result of comprehensive training) = Increased 
likelihood of reporting of Non-Freezing Cold 
Injury (NFCI) in early stages, helping reduce long 
term effects. 

ACCEPTABLE RISK
In training we must push the operating envelope 
but not to the extent where injuries are negligently 
welcomed. While the CoC was highly aware of the risk 
and corresponding levers to mitigate the effects and 
control the environment, in practice there were some 
nuanced challenges to getting decisions right in order 
to achieve the correct balance between challenging 
training and acceptable risk.

Where did we draw the line in continuing or switching 
off activity? It was not always so clearcut1. Proactive 
planning and management was key, as was pushing 
decisions down as far as possible, empowering the 
junior commanders with knowledge and support to 
enact plans in line with their training to mitigate risk. 

1.   CWOC and Cold Weather training is switched off at –30°C, 
but what if driving a Jackal when it’s –18°C, but the wind chill 
makes it –59°C?
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There should be a certain degree of expectation of 
suspected NFCI reporting when deploying soldiers into 
operational theatres that can experience extreme cold 
weather, not least when operating open architecture 
vehicles. It is not an excuse and there is no place 
for negligence, but such reporting should not come 
as a surprise across the CoC. An acknowledgement 
that this is a likely injury that will be reported and 
on occasions cannot be avoided (particularly if 
operating / warfighting as opposed to training) despite 
the mitigations and controls applied is important and 
sets the right cultural tone across the organisation.

Observation 4 – When operating in extreme cold 
weather environments the CoC must accept the 
likelihood of NFCI/FCI reporting – knee jerk 
reactions should be avoided and well trained 
and educated subordinate commanders trusted, 
in line with mission command, that they are 
taking the appropriate measures as best they can 
to reduce the risk while enabling challenging 
operating / training. Where negligence is exposed 
individuals must be held to account.  

EVIDENCE BASED DECISION MAKING 
It is easy to have a knee jerk reaction (at all levels) 
to the reporting of an NFCI. It is important though to 
allow the facts to be fully understood prior to making a 
major change in training – trusting across the CoC that 
proactive risk management is taking place. 

Cassino Troop experienced four NFCIs, all were caught 
early and had occurred as a result of significantly 
different factors2. The deployed GDMO provided a 
medical analysis to the injuries informing the threat 
to force. The Sqn CoC used this to decide mitigations 
and safety parameters. Discussing the potential 
control measures which could be adjusted or added 
in advance as part of ‘pre-mortem thinking’ allowed 
clear understanding by all of risk mitigation and how 
training could continue with additional changes. 
By pre-agreement of mitigation factors it allowed 
dynamic risk assessments and decisions to be made 
in a timely and clear fashion that was understood by 
all commanders. The following rule was applied but 
was always accompanied by a review of the situation 
regardless. 

INJURY RATES PER ACTIVITY CONDUCTED 
• One standalone injury: Possibly an outlier. 

Medical checks on 100% exercising troops, dynamic 
risk assessment and more controls applied as 
required. Remembering one injury could mean more 
at risk.

• Two concurrent or closely sequenced injuries 
of the same nature on different people: Possible 
trend – conduct 100% exercising troops medical 
checks, dynamic risk assessment, consider most 
extreme controls within exercise / activity constraints 
to enable activity to continue. 

• Three concurrent or closely sequenced injuries 
of the same nature on different people: Trend 
– cease activity. Mass re-warming in hard cover, 
conduct 100% exercising troops medical checks. 
Restart activity if appropriate upon implementation of 
additional controls.  

Observation 5 – Understanding the context for 
injuries is important. An ability to identify trends 
in order to enact controls or cease activity is key. 

Observation 6 – Have a system to help guide 
your decision making and stick to it. Review it 
regularly or after each case to ensure that the 
system is robust and adapted with changes in 
circumstances.   

2.  All were focused on soldiers’ hands. Two were due to incorrect use of kit (separate occasions), one was susceptibility increased through 
likely genetic predisposition, one had susceptibility increased through individual taking medication unknown to CoC (inc. GDMO).

 
SUMMARY

Operating in extreme cold weather is tough 
and requires excellent administration from 
all ranks in order to be fit to fight. While 
Cassino Troop will not claim in any way to 
be experts in extreme cold weather warfare 
the Troop benefitted significantly from 
operating in this environment; developing 
the soldiers’ skills and, importantly, 
producing an in-depth understanding across 
the CoC of using risk management to enable 
‘edge of the envelope’ operating. 

Policy, SME advice and CoC support all 
helped to provide Cassino Troop with 
excellent guidance enabling robust force 
protection procedures that helped retain 
combat effectiveness and enabled the 
Sqn group to achieve the effect within the 
mission set. 
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WO1 Mick Delaney,  
Army Force 
Protection Advisor 
(AFPA) for the Army 

Special Ops Brigade, talks risk 
management.
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ARMY SPECIAL OPS BRIGADE RISK MANAGEMENT
This nests in a comprehensive pre-
deployment training pipeline and new 
assessment and training processes. All 
of this has not happened in isolation 
and the deployment tempo across the 
brigade has been significant. It is a busy 
time. 

To achieve the breadth of the outputs in 
this unconventional theatre of training a 
vast amount of the G7 serials have fallen 
outside of current policy parameters in 
both Army and JSP (for example PAM 
21). As a result, detailed staff work has 
been required throughout from units and 
the HQ in conjunction with 6(UK)XX 
to ensure compliance and that safety is 
maintained. 

Being the key advisor and conduit for 
the units regarding risk and focal point 
into the HQ, I ensure that all aspects 
and options for the Safe System of Work 
have been explored and applied. This is 
achieved by leaning into other subject 
matter experts (SMEs) from the higher 
formation Small Arms School Corps, 
Staff Master Driver and beyond. This 
creates a challenging work environment 
with a clear sense of purpose, overseen 
directly by the Brigade Commander. 

Since the introduction of Duty Holding 
21 and ACSO 1200 and the subsequent 
direction and guidance, there has been 
a significant improvement in our ability 
to assess, define and respond to risk. 

They have made the understanding of 
Safety Risk Management (SRM) more 
straightforward and have given us a 
firm handrail to develop a robust SRM 
standard operating instruction within 
the HQ for our Ranger Battalions to use. 

The larger activities that occur within 
the Battalion training rotations, such 
as key validation exercises, always 
bring new challenges regardless of 
how many iterations have been run. 
Training serials are developed to ensure 
future requirements from our units and 
partner forces are met, and this creates a 
dynamic, ever-changing problem set.

Areas for specific detailed staff work for 
the AFPA role are “Force on Force”, Non 
Service Pattern Light Weapons and non-
standard ammunition amongst others; 
with the last amendment of PAM 21 the 
dispensation on holding of certain risks 
that historically would have gone to a 
2* or above can now be held at 1* OF5 
Command ASOB. This has made risk 
management far more responsive and 
manageable. 

The future, as this organisation 
continues to develop into its role, 
will always bring weekly, daily and 
sometimes hourly challenges to ensure 
its operators and partners maintain a 
healthy and robust duty of care. The 
AFPA role provides constant support 
at unit level and detailed SME advice 
through to the brigade staff and chain 
of command, particularly for activities 
that require operating duty holder 
dispensations. 

From an Army Safety Centre AFPA 
perspective this is by far the most 
interesting and challenging post I have 
taken within this role. No two days 
are the same and with an audience of 
four major Ranger units, Joint Counter 
Terrorism & Advisory Team, and partner 
forces, the busiest and best to date.

In August 2021 as part of the Integrated 
Review the HQ Army Special Operations 
Brigade (ASOB) was formed, building 
on the successes of its predecessor, the 
Specialised Infantry Group (Spec Inf). 
The formation of the Brigade HQ was 
followed shortly after by the formation of 
the Ranger Battalions in December 2021.

The previous Spec Inf operational output 
was predominantly focussed on counter 
violent extremist organisation (VEO) and 
counter terrorism training. This involved 
working with partners from across the 
spectrum of security forces. An example 
of this is the great work conducted by 
the Joint Counter Terrorism Training 
and Advisory Team, who sit under 
ASOB command and are unique in 
their thematic focus operating across a 
huge range of operational theatres. In 
addition, across the wider brigade we 
have developed a pilot Advise, Assist, 
Accompany and Enable (A3E) validation 
exercise using relationships with US 
Special Operations Forces as a catalyst 
in conjunction with Land Warfare 
Centre. 
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The challenges of animal 
training, accident reporting 
and data capture.
The Defence Animal Training Regiment 
(DATR) is a stand-alone unit that has been 
located on a 346-acre site on the western 
edge of the market town of Melton Mowbray 
since 1905, when the site was occupied for 
the procurement, training and instruction of 
remount horses for the mounted regiments. 
It wasn’t until 1942 that the Royal Army 
Veterinary Corps, the Army’s specialist dog 
handlers, vets and veterinary technicians, 
started to train military working dogs on the 
site. 

Military working dogs have subsequently 
provided valuable service in most major 
military operations in the 20th and 21st 
century including Northern Ireland, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan. Military 
working horses continue to provide the 
equine component of State Ceremonial and 
Public Duties to London District. 

Today the Defence Animal Training 
Regiment is responsible for all animal 
procurement and training military working 
dogs, horses and Defence personnel skilled 
in their handling  
and care. The 
DATR additionally 
provides referral 
veterinary care 
and rehabilitation 
services for military 
animals across 
Defence as well as 
ensuring that they 

LET SLIP THE DOGS OF WAR
have a suitable resettlement prior to ensuring 
a suitable home for retirement and the end 
of their service lives. The unique nature 
of the site with the training of handlers, 
riders, horses, dogs, farriers and veterinary 
personnel brings about its own unique 
challenges. I (Jim Bethell, DATR SHEF 
Advisor) was told on my first day of taking up 
the post of SHEF Advisor at the DATR that... 

“  If Dobbin and Fido are having a  
 bad day, there’s nothing we can do     
 about it ”

...and now, six months down the line,  
I realise how true that statement was. 

A reporting system that can identify the 
variations, type and characteristics of 
animal incidents is vital in collecting 
effective data to understand and mitigate 
risk. It’s not unsurprising when you 
consider the unanticipated forces the 
animals under training may apply to the 
handlers, instructors and support staff, that 
muscular skeletal injuries are often more 
complex and require underlying detail to 
determine accident and near miss causation. 
Understanding the background surrounding 
an animal-related incident is vital in both 
identifying specific reoccurring animal 
dispositions and animal training protocols 
and reviews to reduce incidents to as low as 
reasonably practicable (ALARP). 

More complex is the recognition of what 
constitutes a near miss, for example, riders 
under training being unseated during a 
supervised training session, or for incidents 
where a dog has bared its teeth to an 
inexperienced handler showing aggression, 
but with no further incident. 

As a continuous risk assessing activity, 
animal behaviourist assessment is a 
fundamental and constant process in 
determining animal near miss events. What 
an experienced trainer considers a natural 
and routine behaviour in an animal, an 
inexperienced handler may feel otherwise. 
Capturing this detail from the perspective of 
the operator, rider or handler is key, whilst 
also having expert objective input from the 
instructors overseeing the activity is equally 
important. 

The DURALS application allows events to be 
assigned and reviewed by the subject matter 
experts and behaviourists and will also 
allow analytical tracking as animals move 
between handlers and locations, and where 
reoccurring incidents arise. Understanding 
the background to an incident, for 
example where an animal has shown an 
adverse reaction to a specific event, i.e. 
environmental distractions, would provide 
trainers and course designers evidence to 
change or adapt course objectives, standards 
and conditions.

Manual handling injuries, falls from horses, 
dog and horse bites, are considered par for 
the course and due to the experience of our 
personnel, incidents were often considered 
with a ‘part of the job’ attitude. 

The other challenge to ensuring timely and 
accurate reporting was the reluctance of 
practical based animal care staff to fill out 
a ‘pen and paper form’ and a feeling that 
nothing will ever become of their report. 

Identifying these factors, incentivising 
reporting and continuing to drive a 
safety culture has made some gains. The 
introduction of DURALS will help maintain 
these gains, in providing a process for 
incident and near miss reporting in a more 
accessible and user-friendly experience, 
encouraging our personnel to report 
incidents, especially since the first report 
can be recorded on their phones via Defence 
Alert. The lack of pre-use training required, 
due to the system’s intuitive nature and its 
ability to identify the variations, type and 
characteristics of animal incidents, has been 
invaluable in the push to encourage incident 
reporting. 

Another valuable feature is that it also 
enables us to accurately identify specific 
reoccurring animal dispositions and 
recognise where animal training protocols 
may need reviewing in order to reduce the 
chance of an incident reoccurring. The point 
that investigations form part of the process 
also gives the individual the reassurance that 
their report will be acknowledged and, where 
appropriate, acted upon. This demonstrates 
that we are a learning organisation that 
thoroughly investigates occurrences and 
produces quality reports that enable us to 
provide as safe a working environment for 
our people as possible – even if Fido and 
Dobbin are having a bad day.

Article contributed by Jim Bethell, SHEF Advisor 
and Maj Rob Hart, 2IC at Defence Animal Training 
Regiment, Remount Barracks, Melton Mowbray.
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After 18 months of design 
and development, the 
Defence Unified Reporting 
and Lessons System 
(DURALS) went live across 
the Army and UK StratCom 
on Mon 10 Jan 22.

This ‘go live’ was centred on Stage 1 
(Reporting) which has two elements:

• Defence Alert, which enables 
occurrence alerting through the 
Defence Gateway on mobile devices 
(noting that there are currently 336,000 
Defence Gateway accounts across the 
MOD).

• The ‘official’ element, which is to 
‘report an occurrence’ directly into the 
DURALS application, accessed via 
MODnet. 

The DURALS’ Initial Operating 
Capability (IOC) is focused on delivering 
content and workflow, i.e. accessibility 
and user experience which will deliver 
the necessary datasets. Related to this 
is the system for notifying key people 
of an occurrence report; and ‘auto-
notifications’ was launched on 25 Jan 
22. Also,  the ‘subscription service’ went 
live on 8 Feb 22. 

To assist in the communication of and 
access to DURALS, a new Defence 
Connect Group went live in Jan 22, 
where FAQs, and user guides / related 
publications can be downloaded. Also, 
there is a feedback form available to 
provide your thoughts on DURALS, plus 
e-mail links for support.

A DEFENCE FIRST! This is the same approach that people 
use when they surf the internet or search 
Google, which is to pull the information 
that they need. Consequently, the 
DURALS notification functionality 
delivers the ‘report once, use many 
times’ approach that is the foundation of 
the programme. It ensures that accurate 
and timely reports (data) is shared by 
those who must know, while allowing 
those who would like to know access as 
well – as long as all involved have the 
appropriate permissions. DURALS is a 
secure system predicated on role-based 
permissions.

The next part of the DURALS 
development will see an expansion 
of Stage 2 (Investigations), which 
produce observations, findings and 
recommendations (to prevent an 
immediate reoccurrence) with the 
digitisation of the Learning Account – 
the ‘But What Have We Learnt’ part. 
These will then be ‘managed’ though 
automation and system business rules 
to closure for recommendations or 
lessons learnt 
for lessons 
Identified 
– both 
accessible 
to interested 
parties i.e. the 
Army through 
an interactive  
library.

It is worth noting that since DURALS 
launched, the Army has seen a 37% 
increase in reporting compared to 
equivalent periods over the last 5 years. 
However, this does not mean that the 
Army is having more issues, but instead 
that one of DURALS key intents – to 
make reporting as easy and accessible 
as possible – is being delivered. 

The next ‘game changer’ is the 
development of the DURALS notification 
functionality which, for the first time, 
allows the Army and Defence not just 
to ‘push’ information (dependant on 
individuals / organisations ensuring 
that their reports are sent to all 
relevant stakeholders, but for one of 
organisational ‘pull’. 

By reusing proven existing functionally 
across DURALS we have been able to 
create coherence and consistency thus 
giving confidence across the Whole 
Force. DURALS is a transformational 
opportunity for Defence structured on 
six stages: 

1.  Reporting.

2.  Investigations.

3.  Data exploitation.

4.  Lessons and recommendations 
management.

5.  Learning exploitation. 

6.  Risk identification and management 
(organisational learning).

With your support, the DURALS team 
is making fantastic progress and is 
putting the building blocks in place 
for true knowledge management and 
organisational learning across Defence. 
 
Article contributed by Adam Neale, Command 
Environment and Safety Officer (Army) | CESO(A).

https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/groups/durals
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ADVENTUROUS TRAINING – DECISION MAKING

MCammon (2004) conducted a study 
into the effect of heuristics in decision 
making in avalanche terrain. This study 
identified four heuristic traps that can 
influence our decision making –  
familiarity, social proof, scarcity and 
commitment, thereby leading to a 
potential increase in risk.  Examples of 
these traps are:

• Familiarity – Not checking an anchor 
when rock climbing, as the last time 
you were on this route it was bomb 
proof, despite knowing that you should 
always test anchors when climbing.

• Social proof – You allow pressure 
from individuals within the group to 
influence your decision to continue 
on your current route, despite you 
knowing that due to the current 
conditions it is beyond the ability of 
other members of the group. 

Decision making is a key skill 
for an Adventurous Training (AT) 
Instructor and is vital to ensuring 
that the associated risks are 
reduced to as low as reasonably 
practical (ALARP). 

Each time we make a decision, rather 
than considering every possible 
detail of that particular situation, we 
unconsciously use information from our 
previous experiences to make mental 
shortcuts to get to the decision quicker. 
This is known as ‘heuristics’ and 
it is a process we apply continually 
in our everyday life. Heuristics does 
not necessarily increase the level of 
risk when conducting a routine task 
(e.g. making a brew), however, AT is 
conducted in an environment that can 
change quickly and if all the variables 
are not considered and evaluated 
appropriately, the associated risk can 
escalate.  

• Scarcity – You are on a skiing 
expedition and the weather has 
been disappointing, but on the final 
morning the weather is amazing and 
there is loads of fresh powder. You 
decide to be the first to get out there 
and put in fresh tracks and reject all of 
the avalanche warning signs because 
this is your final ski day, and it could 
be at least 12 months before you go 
skiing again.

• Commitment – You ignore the 
deteriorating weather conditions and 
continue with your planned route, 
because that is what you set out to 
achieve, and you will not be beaten.

During the Covid pandemic, it has been 
difficult for AT instructors to remain 
active. Thereby, affecting their ability to 
maintain currency and competency. 

Therefore, it has never been more 
important for instructors to take 
measures to ensure they remain 
current and competent, as this is a 
key to ensuring that they do not fall 
foul of potential heuristic traps. To 
assist trainers with this, the following 
guidance is being provided.

• Be active.

• Seek opportunities to co-train with 
other instructors.

• Attend an Army AT Group course or 
concentration.

• Review course assessment and 
learning specifications  
(Army AT DLE site).

• Meticulous planning (e.g. avalanche 
and weather conditions, equipment, 
and take a progressive approach). 

• Use online resources to 
assist with skill revision 
(e.g. Avalanche Be 
Aware online learning 
modules or check 
out Glenmore Lodge 
YouTube Channel).

• Practise skills in a safe environment 
(e.g. practise building belay systems 
using improvised anchor points).

• Work within your ability and 
experience.

In summary, AT instructors must 
always strive to remain current and 
competent to avoid heuristic traps 
and ensure that all associated risks 
are reduced to ALARP.

Article contributed by Maj Gary Logan, SO2 Group Training Officer, Headquarters Army Adventurous Training Group

https://dle.ice.mod.gov.uk/course/index.php?categoryid=181
https://be-avalanche-aware.teachable.com/courses
https://youtube.com/c/glenmorelodge
https://be-avalanche-aware.teachable.com/courses
https://youtube.com/c/glenmorelodge
https://dle.ice.mod.gov.uk/course/index.php?categoryid=181
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Op PITTING (Non-Combatant Evacuation Operation from Kabul, 
Afghanistan) was the first deployment of the UK’s Very High 
Readiness (VHR) Global Response Force for a generation.

MANAGING OPERATIONAL RISK:  
2 PARA REFLECTIONS ON OP PITTING Article contributed by Maj Nick Moffat 

2IC, 2nd Battalion The Parachute Regiment

The MOD and Army policies and 
cultural approach to managing perceived 
risks to the force, proved to be very 
difficult to navigate for a VHR response 
deployment. 

This article touches upon the unit 
level frictions encountered and 
suggests considerations for future VHR 
deployments.

• No possibility for acclimatisation. 
A VHR deployment is reactionary, 
activated to deliver immediate effect.

The risks of deploying FEs into a 
contested operational space, partially 
trained and equipped against the 
applied policies with limited depth of 
certain SQEP, understandably generated 
significant concern. 

Extensive dialogue to unpick these 
risks and how best to mitigate 
them dominated our force package 
preparations, consuming BG staff effort 
in navigating the assurance process. 
Therefore, validated generic training 
should be accepted as a way to manage 
risk to ALARP, removing these frictions 
and facilitating VHR force deployments.

 PRE-DEPLOYMENT 
The application of the Op TORAL 
Theatre Entry Standards (TES) in 
conjunction with Chief Joint Operations’ 
Joint Training Requirements (JTRs) 
for personnel deploying, is designed to 
incorporate a pre-deployment training 
package, enabling all Force Elements 
(FEs) to reach the standard. For VHR 
forces activated in response to a crisis, 
a pre-deployment training approach 
simply isn’t viable. Examples of such 
frictions were:

• MATTs and Air Manoeuvre BGs 
(AMBG) Collective Training 
validation. Lack of alignment to JTRs. 

• Personal equipment and weapons. 
No immediate access to TES IPE 
(e.g. Eye Pro), limited pistol holdings 
with no resources to train FEs before 
deployment.

• Driver licences and vehicle training. 
CAVs & FHDs were identified as 
mission requirements, but with no 
resources established to enable an 
immediate surge.
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 ON DEPLOYMENT 
With only two companies and CO’s Tac 
deployed, the Taliban entered Kabul 
and the airfield flooded with desperate 
civilians. We lost the initiative and 
with minimal forces on the ground, 
getting additional forces forward was 
now critical. This situational change 
demanded fast reorientations:

• Any opportunity to run any RSOI on 
arrival in Kabul was removed. On 
landing, all force elements needed 
to be able to march straight into 
operational activities.

• FEs held in Minhad quickly re-
orientated to land in fighting order. 
Troops In Fighting Trim (TIFT) flights 
had not been anticipated as HKIA 
had been a secure MOB. Weapon 
and equipment bundles were quickly 
unpacked and distributed before 
immediately deploying.

• Expeditionary logistics became 
essential. The thresholds for personnel 
SQEP or equipment suitability quickly 
lowered to enable mission success. 
Civilian vehicles with no protection 
were used alongside CAVs, and UK 
minibuses were flown out from Cyprus 
to enable the required evacuation 
capacity.

In summary the following lessons 
were identified; and made in the post 
operation review:

• The requirement for Air Manoeuvre 
VHR units to have increased PES. 
Immediate deployments to hostile 
environments without acclimatisation, 
requires greater physical robustness to 
increase survivability and endurance.

• Alignment of the AMBGs’ increased 
CT-C to CT-F training & validations 
need to be aligned to tri-service 
deployment JTRs.

• VHR units must be better equipped 
and hold enough organically to deploy.  
Risks to FEs are reduced and the 
speed of deployment increased.

• Mitigating risk through policies 
developed from campaigning 
operations have limited application 
to GRF deployments. Had only 
CAVs been used, the Op would have 
evacuated significantly less people 
or would have required double the 
duration. Unarmoured vehicles were 
an essential part of the vehicle fleet.

A cultural shift is needed in managing 
risk for GRF operations. Had FEs 
operated within all the policy 
boundaries, the level of mission 
success required at the political level, 
would not have been reached. Delays 
to deployments to manage risks, may 
remove the potential to take and hold the 
initiative, increasing the risk to FEs.  
We need to be better institutionally-able 
to adapt our approach to balance the 
needs of the situation against the needs 
of the force.
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The delivery of safety training to all personnel is of 
the utmost importance and this includes Safety Risk 
Management (SRM) training.  In addition to the UK 
roll out, ASCen staff have worked hard to ensure SRM 
reaches the British Army’s overseas bases, including 
Nepal. Our work requires that soldiers often work with 
weapons, pyrotechnics and heavy plant and machinery, 
we also take part in training that (without strict control 
measures) would be classed as high risk. SRM allows 
officers, SNCOs and JNCOs to plan and conduct 
training and provide a safe working environment. 

It is a legal requirement – all Army activities are 
required to have a risk assessment (AF5010) in place. 
The aim of the SRM training was to deploy two 
Army Force Protection Advisors (AFPAs) between 12 
Nov – 29 Nov 2021, to support British Gurkha Nepal 
(BGN). Once in BGN they maximised their output to 
deliver SRM training and other courses and awareness 
training to all sub-units centralised in Kathmandu, in 
accordance with ABN 013/2021. A total of 402 training 
opportunities were provided to delegates from BGN 
by Army Force Protection Advisors: WO1 Vance Allen 
(APFA 1 South East) and Capt Deb Ghale (APFA 2 
South East) and consisted of a variety of courses 
including:

DELIVERING SAFETY TRAINING  
TO BRITISH GURKHA NEPAL (BGN)

• Risk Assessor (RA) – Conducting a risk 
assessment and the requirement for the Safe System 
of Work.

• SRM Part 1 – Safety Practitioner (SP) –  
Key aspects of how to conduct unit activities to 
ALARP.

• SRM Part 2 – Safety Leader (SL) – The four 
principles and six phases of managing Army risk 
and describing the responsibilities of a Safety 
Leader including Duty Holding 21 (DH21).

• SRM – Risk 
Assessor 
Trainer. 

• SRM Trainer.

• Electrical 
Equipment 
Inspection and 
Test (EEIT).

• Building Custodian (Fire) and Building 
Custodian (Fire) Trainer.  

• Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
(COSHH).

• Manual Handling.

• Racking and Shelving Awareness.

The initial intent was to deploy mid-December 2020, 
however due to COVID-19 travel restrictions the 
deployment was postponed. Nepal had just come out 
of a COVID-19 lockdown and travel restrictions had 
eased. Deployment instructions were issued by Lt Col 
Laura Ellis, Deputy Chief Safety (Army) on 25 Oct 
2021.

Travel arrangements went smoothly and eventually 
the team arrived in Kathmandu Nepal airport. They 
travelled to HQ BGN in Mandevbhawan Jawalakhel 
and were met by Maj Graham Boardman. 

Following security and BGN briefings the team 
confirmed arrangements, visit programme, aims and 
objectives and set to work.  

The training programme was delivered as timetabled.  
The Safety Leader training session proved to be a very 
beneficial training period, discussing the three levels 
of DH21, safety risk authorisation and risk escalation 
and how this is applied to the SSW. All sessions ended 
with an open forum to discuss other safety related 
matters, which was well received with interesting 
questions and discussion. The visit achieved its 
aim, in providing a better understanding of SRM risk 
management, DH21, including Electrical Equipment 
Inspection and Test (EEIT), Building Custodian 
(Fire) & Building Custodian (Fire) Trainer, Control of 
Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH), Manual 
Handling and Racking and Shelving.  

The APFAs would like to pass on their sincere 
thanks to BGN especially Maj Boardman (QM) and 
Narayandevi Rai SHEP for their support and for 
hosting them throughout their two-week visit.  

Article contributed by Capt Debbahadur Ghale, AFPA, 1st Battalion Grenadier Guards
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TOTAL ARMY (SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM) ASSURANCE PICTURE DELIVERY
The Army has a wealth of systems and processes 
in place to deliver its responsibilities, to manage 
and control its risks. There will always be risks 
so we want to ensure that those controls are 
being used and are effective, that the system 
performs and that we deliver our intent.  

Our Total Army (Safety and Environmental System) 
Assurance Picture (TAAP) framework provides us 
with the management information that we need in 
relation to our safety, environmental protection and 
fire safety management performance. It assists with 
the ability to make informed decisions, with learning 
from experience and the ability to improve through 
regular monitoring and analysis of the quality of Audit 
and Inspection (A&I) reporting and the outcomes on 
a quarterly basis. It looks to see if the systems are 
delivering as planned and it provides information on 
the adequacy of  
the systems 
and ultimately 
confidence on 
the approach 
being taken. 
The newly 
developed 
Defence Unified 
Reporting and 
Lessons System 
(DURALS) 
will also assist 
with the wider 
development  
of TAAP.

 TAAP APPROACH 
TAAP allows the Army to look across the board at all 
Army Safety and Environmental Management System 
(SEMS) assurance activities. It draws upon three 
areas and reviews the evidence-based assessments 
(evaluated opinion) for each theme.

• Safe to Operate – Scope covers: equipment / 
capability and infrastructure that is ‘safe to operate’ 
including the provision of Defence Codes of Practice, 
pamphlets and procedures that outline the approved 
Safe System of Work. 

• Operating Safely – Scope covers: Areas within the 
accountability and responsibility of the ‘Operating’ 
Chain of Command – Higher Level Budget (HLB) 
Commanders and below.

• Army Competent Advisor and Inspector (ACAI) –  
Scope covers: Evidence-based declaration of 
compliance with legislation and conformance with 
policy; 2nd Lines of Defence Model of Assurance 
of high-risk activities with the potential to identify 
‘weak signals’ in activity and capability to inform the 
assurance picture.

 INFORMATION USED WITHIN TAAP 
The TAAP methodology provides the framework 
for identifying and understanding the different 
contributions of the key sources of assurance 
information and reports. 

It uses information from the Lines of Defence Model 
(LoDA) to bring together the evidence from across the 
Army.

1st LoDA – Self Assessment1

 LINES OF DEFENCE MODEL (LODA) 

• The equivalent of 1st party (internal) 
assurance (1PA) conducted by those 
responsible for delivering output.

2nd LoDA – TLB Assurance2

• The equivalent of 2nd party assurance 
(2PA) is conducted by an external body (to 
those delivering the output) to provide CoC 
oversight to ensure compliance achieved 
through audit of the effectiveness of control 
of risks and internal framework.

3rd LoDA – Independent Assurance3

• The equivalent of 3rd party assurance (3PA) 
is conducted by an organisation that is 
separated from and maintains no vested 
interest in (so far as practicable) the activity 
or output being assured. This builds 
upon an effective Audit and Inspection 
(A&I) regime at organisation / unit level 
whereby it is the Chain of Command’s 
responsibility to gain its own assurance 
and confidence. This should be based on a 
range of evidence including Commander’s 
visits, Post Exercise Reports, After Action 
Reviews, COs / OCs walk-rounds, routine 
inspections, Command Group Record of 
Decisions (RODs), Safety Board RODs, etc. 
– all of which should be recorded.

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/2901/Communications/EQTFi8oZVqBJpq8wyOJvRJ8BP46c6MdS726wE7ThyDLGwQ?e=lRe5RU__;!!NgwEkeqe!E8NhYefzf-9l0LCJFe28mUq1dEM1APz__jZSF4DfjMGPjx4SXOE51Fs39LApE3Pl1W-R$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/2901/Communications/EQTFi8oZVqBJpq8wyOJvRJ8BP46c6MdS726wE7ThyDLGwQ?e=lRe5RU__;!!NgwEkeqe!E8NhYefzf-9l0LCJFe28mUq1dEM1APz__jZSF4DfjMGPjx4SXOE51Fs39LApE3Pl1W-R$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/2901/Communications/EQTFi8oZVqBJpq8wyOJvRJ8BP46c6MdS726wE7ThyDLGwQ?e=lRe5RU__;!!NgwEkeqe!E8NhYefzf-9l0LCJFe28mUq1dEM1APz__jZSF4DfjMGPjx4SXOE51Fs39LApE3Pl1W-R$
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/2901/Communications/EQTFi8oZVqBJpq8wyOJvRJ8BP46c6MdS726wE7ThyDLGwQ?e=lRe5RU__;!!NgwEkeqe!E8NhYefzf-9l0LCJFe28mUq1dEM1APz__jZSF4DfjMGPjx4SXOE51Fs39LApE3Pl1W-R$
https://modgovuk-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/personal/martyn_cox270_mod_gov_uk/Documents/Role/Army%20LF-CESO-Safety-Mgt-SO1/My%20Documents/Magazine%20Articles/20210607_Safety%20Matters_Investigation%20Article.docx?d=wbd790c4761ad4c8283d0944915b96a85&csf=1&web=1&e=n1eASw
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:x:/t/2901/Communications/EQTFi8oZVqBJpq8wyOJvRJ8BP46c6MdS726wE7ThyDLGwQ?e=lRe5RU__;!!NgwEkeqe!E8NhYefzf-9l0LCJFe28mUq1dEM1APz__jZSF4DfjMGPjx4SXOE51Fs39LApE3Pl1W-R$
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 OUTPUT FROM TAAP 
A key output from TAAP is the Annual Assurance 
Report (AAR): the Army Safety and Environmental 
Management System Annual Assurance  
Report ASEMS AAR).

This concluded that the Army’s overall  
assurance rating was SUBSTANTIAL: 

Work is underway to further improve the rating, with 
key actions including:

• Development and roll-out of DURALS.

• ASEMSA quarterly assurance reporting.

• Delivery of the ASEMSA auditors course.

Category Description Rating

Army 
SEMS

The Army has a robust and 
effective SEMS in place which has 
continued to evolve to ensure that 
safety delivery has a sustainable 
framework through ACSO 1200 
including FSM. Outstanding areas 
still requiring attention including 
reporting and investigations that 
have resolutions either in place 
or proposed. Whilst, EP has 
continued throughout, this is the 
next area for consolidation and 
additional focus.

SUBSTANTIAL 
B

75% – 89%

 WHAT’S NEW FOR ASSURANCE? 
2022 sees a new tool produced to help 
with consistency and improved guidance 
for the use of the ASEMSA Question 
Set. While the Question Set is a well-
established approach, the work done has 
helped to improve the process and make it 
more effective.

The ASEMSA Question Set Aide Memoire 
provides a wealth of information to help 
those using the question set, with a 
focus on making it easy to understand 
and easy to use. It clearly sets out 
the context to the question, provides 
direction to background material and 
evidence to support a response, as well 
as highlighting points for 
auditors to consider. 

It’s a great resource for all 
auditors – both those new 
to the role and those with 
years of experience. 

There are two versions 
available – one for Units 
and the other for Cadets, 
and you can find the 
documents on the ASCen 
Sharepoint and the 
recently revised Army 
Safety Centre Group on 
Defence Connect.

UNITS

CADETS

3 
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Section 1: 
SHEF Organisation and 
Arrangements 

Topic: 
SHEF Leadership 
 

Question 1.3 (Full Audit): 
Does the CO and unit CoC demonstrate appropriate and proactive 
leadership and commitment to SHEF and safety culture at all levels? 

Intent 
The CO and CoC, must take appropriate and proportionate action, in support of the O&A Statement, to demonstrate their leadership, commitment to 
SHEF and safety culture at all levels. Disciplinary or administrative action must be taken over very poor safety practices and, where possible, 
rewards for notably good practices. 

References 
• SoS PS Para 2e 
• JSP 375 Vol 1, Ch 2 para 4 & 9 
• CGS Statement of Intent 
• ACSO 1200 Introduction Safety Culture Para 1 
• ACSO 1105 HoE Roles and Responsibilities Para 18 Annex C 

Evidence 
• Reward and Discipline Policy 
• SHEF Standing Agenda Item at Management Boards/Command Groups 
• Part 1 Orders 
• Calendar of Events with CoC Inspections & Visits 

Auditor points to consider 
 SHEF initiatives should be included in the SHEF Delivery Plan 
 SHEF not confined solely to SHEF Committee Meetings e.g. discussed at 

Management Boards, Command Groups, CO Conferences and. 
 Discussions at all levels about safety issues 
 Conducting 1st Line of Defence Assurance of the unit including 

walkabouts, inspections, the annual unit ASEMSA self-assessment, spot 
checks of Risk Assessments and other SHEF documentation in order to 
ensure standards are maintained. 

 
Auditors should seek evidence that proactive measures are in place which 
are successful in improving safety culture across the unit including those 
cross boundary widely dispersed subunits (CBWDS). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 
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https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/teams/2901/Assurance/Rpt/ASEMS_Report 2021_Final.pdf?csf=1&web=1&e=uwySNn
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-698520
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-698519
https://modgovuk.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/teams/2901/Assurance/Rpt/ASEMS_Report 2021_Final.pdf?csf=1&web=1&e=uwySNn
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-698520
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-698519


HSE VISITS
Maj Karen Thomson, SO2 
TEaL summarises a series 
of recent Health & Safety 
Executive (HSE) visits to 
military training activities.

Over the period July – Nov 2021, Army 
Safety Centre (ASCen) accompanied 
HSE Inspectors to a variety of military 
training activities, units and locations 
across the UK.  SO2 TEaL was 
appointed as the ASCen lead and Carol 
Downes MBE (MOD & Fire Lead – 
Defence & Public Protection Team) was 
the HSE’s lead. 
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The visit programme was supported 
with a weekly ASCen / HSE MS Teams 
meeting to co-ordinate administration 
and HSE requests for information 
(RFI).  An overarching administrative 
instruction, AF5010 Risk Assessment 
and Defence Training Estate public 
information leaflet supported each visit. 
The HSE visits were unannounced with 
a maximum of 48hrs notice given to 
permit co-ordination of administration, 
logistics, safety and security.  

The assurance visits were well 
organised and well supported by 
all units, Defence Infrastructure 
Organisation and Defence Training 
Estate Safety Staff.  HSE Inspectors 
undertook a series of presentations in 
advance of the visits including Safety 
Risk Management, Safe System of Work 
(inc. PAM 21), and Transport Safety. 
Following visits, SO2 TEaL co-ordinated 
any outstanding RFI between units and 
the HSE.   

A total of nine visits were conducted. 
Eight of these raised no significant 
concerns regarding the safe delivery of 
military training activity and one visit 
raised a concern regarding infrastructure 
maintenance and repair, technical 
inspection regime, management system 
and user checks on an obstacle course. 
These concerns were passed directly to 
DIO CESO AH and the unit as a matter 
of urgency to carry out corrective action. 

In addition, one of the visits was 
conducted by the HSE Diving Specialist 
Inspector and the Chief Inspector Diving 
and they visited Ex SUBMERGED 

Date Unit Location Activity

8 Jul 21 5 Rifles Castlemartin LFTT

14 Sept 21 ITC / 2ITB Catterick Obstacle Course / Lesson 6 

15 Sept 21 ITC / 2ITB Catterick Steeplechase / Test Week

21 Sept 21 7 Scots (Res) Hythe Ranges

6 Oct 21 ITC / 2ITB Otterburn LFTT / Night 

5 – 7 Oct 21 25 (CS) Engr Gp Scotland Ex SUBMERGED CRUSADER

19 Oct 21 QOY (Res) Kirkcudbright Ex RISING FOX / ADE

4 Nov 21 LD Castlemartin Ex STEEL DRAGOON / LFTT

10 Nov 21 1 PWRR SENTA Ex MOODKEE TIGER / LFTT

CRUSADER 5 – 7 Oct 21 with the 
Army Diving Senior Operator. Each 
visit has been logged as a case on the 
HSE Intervention Management System. 
The HSE Lead will provide face-to-
face feedback to ASCen at Army HQ 
(expected Feb 22). 

HSE Inspection visit discussions were 
framed around the HSE’s position 
on realistic training in the military 
including: value of realistic training / 
proportionality, training progression, 
adaption, planning (including 
emergency planning), integration, 
variation, monitoring and review.  
An overall summary of visit dates, units, 
locations and activities is provided in the 
table below. 

The HSE’s visits to military training 
were well planned, well run and 
informative. The programme covered 
a wide scope of activities, units and 
locations. With the exception of the 
obstacle course no significant concerns 
were raised with the delivery of military 
training activity. 

HSE inspectors were appreciative of 
the in-depth discussion and candid 
responses provided to all questions  
and RFIs.  

Army Safety Centre wishes to 
thank all those who supported 
the interventions, all units and 
DIO Training Safety Staff (and 
their respective teams) for their 
engagement, hospitality and 
candour.
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Early Jul 2021 saw a workgroup 
assigned to reviewing the current 
Workplace Induction Package (WIP) 
made up of personnel from the Army 
Safety Centre (ASCen), Wood Plc and its 
subcontractor Jump UK Ltd.

The first Workshop assembled on the 
9 Jul 2020 via Teams and focused on 
reviewing the existing WIP material and 
discussions on its form, appropriateness 
and content. The key takeaway from 
this was that the assigned AFPAs 
would undertake further research and 
discussion looking at ‘Army Safety’ 
and ‘ACSO 1200’, which they would 
then present at Workshop 2 as potential 
content for a new video.

The AFPAs looked at the audience’s 
understanding and learning abilities, 
ages, frequency of delivery of the 
package, quality of unit delivery, 
contents of current unit WIPs, time 
available to deliver and should the WIP 
come from the ASCen, so giving ‘one 
truth’.

Workshop 2 (6 Aug 2020) focused on 
the AFPAs presenting their thinking and 
ideas for structuring the video content 
which generated further debate. 

UPDATING THE ARMY’S H&S WIP

The agreed outcomes from this were:

• To deliver a completed video no longer 
than 30 minutes run time comprising 
of a mixture of existing footage, 
combined with new footage which will 
be filmed expressly for this video and 
linked together by motion graphics 
depicting the HSE’s poster.

• It will be an important video, as it will 
be the recruit’s first introduction in the 
Army to safety, health, environmental 
protection and fire prevention topics.

• It must deliver a good basic grounding 
in the Army’s approach and set the 
sense of direction for taking personal 
responsibility.

• The video would be themed and 
structured around the HSE’s Health 
& Safety Law poster, which is legally 
required to be presented in all 
workplaces. 

The poster’s key components are:

• Top level statement ‘All workers 
have a right to work in places where 
their health and safety are properly 
controlled.

• What employers must do for you.

• What you must do.

• If there’s a problem, what you can do.

• Plus, fire safety / employment rights.

It was observed that whilst no specific 
section exists for ‘environment’, this 
needed to be adequately covered in the 
video too.

Workshop 3 (26 Aug 2020) focused on 
reviewing an initial video approach and 
potential script content prepared for the 
workshop. 

After many months of unforeseen delay 
due to the pandemic (which provided 
the opportunity for very many script 
improvements), on the 26 Jul 2021 
we were finally able to have five very 
constructive and rewarding days filming 
at Carver Barracks, obtaining enough 
material for this video and also other 
shots that could be used on possible 
future productions. 

With the video now edited it needed 
narration and after reviewing 10-plus 
professional voiceover personnel, the 
suggestion was made that myself and 

Maj Karen Thomson could fulfil this role. 
24 Nov 2021 saw a visit to the recording 
studio in Andover where the phrase ‘if 
you just do that bit again’ became all too 
common.

17 Dec 2021 saw the draft final cut arrive 
at the office for review and by the time 
this article is published, the new video 
will be in circulation (see link below).

A review of the Workplace Induction 
Package was much needed and it is 
hoped that the new video will be able 
to be taken forward and put onto other 
platforms for easy access by all.

Many thanks to all service personnel 
involved, including (now retired) Lt Col 
Richard Thorpe, Maj Matt Jarvis, Maj 
Karen Thomson, WO1 Tony Caulfield 
and WO2 Andre Pepper – and of course, 
the wide and varied ‘cast’ of Carver 
Barracks personnel / those from previous 
Army Safety Centre training films.

AFPA, Capt Tony Dale 
outlines the process of 
reviewing the Army’s H&S 
Workplace Induction Package

VIDEO (DEFENCE CONNECT)

https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/videos/36182
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Leading Safely gives anyone with 
leadership responsibility the practical 
knowledge and the strategic solutions 
for sustainable business advantage 
through good safety and health practice.
 
Businesses are already realising 
the benefits from Leading Safely, 
using workable solutions and 
creating inclusive and well-managed 
organisational cultures with faster 
pay-back. Led from the top and 
incorporated into management systems, 
better safety and health practice can 
be a genuine investment for your 
organisation.

Leading Safely – essential learning  
for senior leaders
We’ve designed our course in 
conjunction with business leaders to 
deliver content that will add value 
to you and your organisation. The 
session, delivered over five hours, can 
be tailored to your organisation, sector 
or geographical location, making it 
relevant to delegates from any industry 
and in every part of the world.

The stand-out feature of the session is 
the ability for delegates to benchmark 
their current and future safety and 
health vision and priorities in line with 
global models of safety, and to recognise 
good practice gathered from leading 
organisations from around the world.  

The course helps to shape your 
organisational safety and health 
objectives
- Understand good practice from 

around the world.
- Benchmark your performance 

against others.
- Shape your safety and health vision 

and identify the steps you can take 
to achieve it.

 Your company can be rewarded by:
- reduced accident rates, absence 

and sick leave
- increased productivity and profits
- improved reputation among 

suppliers, clients and partners
- reduced insurance premiums and 

legal costs
- better business continuity.
 
Leading Safely will sharpen your skill-set 
and make you a more effective leader. It 
will give your organisation the expertise 
it needs to succeed. 
 
Leading Safely is right for you  
and your business
The course covers:
- safety and health and what it means 

for different leadership roles
- the responsibilities and behaviours 

of a leader

- what effective safety and health 
leadership looks like

- how to get things right
- how leaders can make 

improvements
- the benefits of effective safety  

and health leadership.
 
Assessment
Learners use the diagnostic tool, 
accessed via a mobile app, to identify 
their current safety and health position 
against a set of critical questions. The 
tool recommends the actions they 
should take. At the end of the course 
they make a commitment to a personal 
action plan to improve their own and 
their organisations’ safety and health 
management.
 
Delegates receive:
- an app to access their diagnostic 

tool/action planner
- access to a safety leadership 

community, with news from IOSH, 
and up-to-date discussions on 
themes in safety leadership, from 
trainers and delegates.

Leading Safely is delivered by IOSH’s 
network of approved training 
providers.

A course for top people with an eye on valuable business benefits. Safety and health is not just a legal requirement, 
it’s integral in many of today’s successful companies. It brings huge benefits for reputation, productivity and results.

Need help or want to know more?
www.iosh.co.uk/leadingsafely
Email courses@iosh.co.uk

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health, The Grange, Highfield Drive, Wigston, Leicestershire LE18 1NN, UK.
t +44 (0)116 257 3100  f +44 (0)116 257 3101  www.iosh.co.uk

COM4010-4/270117/PDF

Leading Safely
Essential learning for senior leaders

SHEF TRAINING UPDATE

 SAFETY RISK MANAGEMENT  
 (SRM) TRAINING 
The delivery of SRM training via a 
distributed training model continues at 
pace. Surge SRM training is delivered 
in accordance with the requirements of 
ABN 013/2021 and the target audience 
is all officers, soldiers (regular and 
reserve), civil servants in Army TLB 
and Cadet Forces. Significant progress 
has now been made to ensure SRM is 
embedded into all soldier and officer 
career courses including the Army 
Leadership Development Programme 
(ALDP), Regular Commissioning Course 
(Reg CC), Late Entry Officers Course 
(LEOC), CCS (incl SSE variant) and 
JOTAC. At the time of writing (3 Dec 
21) SRM & Risk Assessor Trainers 
have awarded a total of 25,863 SRM 
competencies:

business and operational advantage 
through good health and safety practice. 
So far the course has delivered JPA 
competencies to 25 Army Safety 
Champions. 

 SAFETY TRAINING (USA & USM) –    
 ACCREDITATION 
ASCen is working hard with both the 
Training Requirements Authority (TRA) 
and Training Provider (TP) to ensure 
the right number of Unit Safety Advisor 
and Unit Safety Manager courses are 
available for personnel at the Defence 
College of Logistics, Policing and 
Administration (DCLPA) following the 
Covid 19 pandemic. In addition, the 
DCLPA Accreditation office are working 
with the Defence Academy / Defence 
Awarding Organisation to establish 
OFQUAL approved accreditation for 
both courses as L3 & L2 Health and 
Safety Qualifications on the Regulatory 
Qualifications Framework (RQF). 

 FIRE TRAINING (UFSM, DEMC  
 AND BUILDING CUSTODIAN (FIRE) 
Since assuming the role of TRA, ASCen 
has been developing the Army’s suite of 
Fire Safety Courses. The Unit Fire Safety 
Manager (UFSM) Course delivered at 
the Fire Service College in Moreton in 
Marsh will be re-written and two pilot 
courses run at the end of Training Year 
(TY) 21/22 with a significant increase in 
delegate places allocated for TY 22/23. 

JPA Competency as at 18 Feb 22

Risk Assessment Trained Personnel

Risk Assessor 13,838

Risk Assessor (Trainer) 1,326

SRM Trained Personnel

SRM Practitioner 10,531

SRM Leader 3,765

SRM (Trainer) 681

The numbers are going in the right 
direction. SRM Training is having a 
really positive impact at all levels of 
Command. It enables everyone to have 
positive safety conversations, to take 
action and to improve safety for all. 

An Aide Memoire has been produced to 
provide guidance on the four principles 
and six phases of SRM: 

 ARMY SAFETY CHAMPIONS –  
 IOSH LEADING SAFELY 
As an IOSH Approved 
Training Provider, Army 
Safety Centre (ASCen) 
delivers IOSH Leading 
Safely to train Army 
Safety Champions in 
accordance with ABN 
040/2021 and ACSO 
1200. This course 
is essential 
learning for senior 
leaders and gives 
Commands, 
Formations and 
Brigade Safety 
Champions 
the practical 
knowledge and the 
strategic solutions 
for sustainable 

A Defence Extinguisher Maintainer 
Course (DEMC) Franchise will be 
established for TY 22/23 and 16 Army 
Force Protection Advisors (AFPAs) will 
provide DEMC training within regions to 
ensure that the Army’s current delta of 
extinguisher maintainers is addressed. 
Finally, the introduction of the Building 
Custodian (Fire) Course has been well 
received. Again, following a distributed 
training model, AFPAs and Unit Fire 
Safety Managers are able to deliver 
this key JPA competency as part of 
workplace training. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION  
 (EP) TRAINING 
Currently delivered at Specialist 
Training School RAF Halton the 
Army is undertaking a review of what 
EP training is required to ensure 
that it meets both the firm base and 
operational requirements for EP training. 
In conjunction with ACSO 1200, the 
developing ASEM Framework and the 
revised ASEMS Audit question set, EP 
training will be reviewed to ensure that 
we are delivering the right training at the 
right time to achieve the right outputs. 

Article contributed by Maj Karen Thomson,  
SO2 Training, Education and Learning

© UK MOD Crown Copyright 2022

https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-726223
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EP UPDATES

 HANDOVER OF UK REPRESENTATION FOR  
 THE NATO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION  
 WORKING GROUP 
The NATO Environmental Protection Working Group 
(EPWG) is a subordinate to the Military Committee 
Joint Standardisation Board (MCJSB) meeting once 
a year for 3 days (usually in November) at NATO HQ 
in Brussels and is broken down into several parts 
including various separate breakout sessions.

The scope of the EPWG includes all aspects of 
NATO Environmental Protection (EP) standardisation 
including Environmental Management Systems (EMS), 
sustainability of military training areas, delivery and 
maintenance of EP during exercises and operations, 
awareness, training, and synergies with smart energy. 
Noting that the Army’s Safety and Environmental 
Management System (SEMS) is contained within 
ACSO 1200 supported by the ARMY SEMS framework.

For several years the UK had sent no attendee, 
which was challenged by several other major NATO 
contributing nations so, in 2018 Army Headquarters 
was asked by MOD Head Office if it could send a 
representative for the UK due to the “land heavy” 
nature of the meeting content. This was passed to the 
Army Safety Centre (ASCen) who is responsible for the 
Army’s EP strategy and policy.

As well as the meetings, ASCen’s involvement 
included membership of the writing team for the 
NATO Standardisation Agreement (STANAG), Allied 
Joint Environmental Policy Publication 2 (AJEPP-2) - 
Environmental Protection Best Practices and Standards 
for Military Camps in NATO Operations. 

This reviewed and updated document has been 
submitted for approval and should serve the Army’s 
overall approach to ensuring that it maintains its 
existing high EP standards and are aligned to our 
NATO partners. 

With the creation of the Director of Health and Safety 
and Environmental Protection (D HS&EP), MOD Head 
Office now has a suitable organisation and expertise 
to maintain and support the UK’s representation 
of the EPWG and the Army has now passed this 
responsibility over to them with the key focal point 
being HSEP Head for Environmental Protection, 
Alexander Child. To support this however, both both 
D HS&EP and ASCen attended virtually the EPWG in 
November 2021.

Consequently, D HS&EP will now be the UK lead 
representative for the EPWG, supported by the Military 
Capability (FMC) Climate Change and Sustainability 
(CCS) and finace. However, the Army along with the 
other Front Line Command (FLC) are stood by to assist 
when necessary. In the meantime, all Army EP queries 
should be directed to the ASCen: ASCen-Mailbox 
(MULTIUSER) ASCen-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk in the 
first instance.

 RADIATION SCIENCE REVIEW 
For over fifty years, the Radiation Science Group 
(currently within DSTL) has provided a radiation 
protection service to the MOD TLBs. This service 
ensures that the MOD complies with legislation 
and protects its personnel, the general public and 
environment from harm.

During the last two years DSTL has been conducting a 
review of its Radiation Science Service to decide if the 
capability should be retained within DSTL or moved 
elsewhere. Several options were looked at including 
outsourcing to industry, moving to the Atomic 
Weapons Establishment (AWE) or Public Health 
England (PHE) and keeping within the MOD.

A Stakeholder Consultation Group (SCG) was formed 
consisting of representatives from DSTL, FLCs, 
Defence Nuclear Organisation (DNO) and various 
Defence Regulators. ASCen had a representative on 
the SCG. The FLCs showed enthusiasm to retain the 
current excellent service they had enjoyed from the 
Radiation Science Group, hence keep it within the 
MOD.

After a lengthy options assessment, the Radiation 
Science Review decided to work on a transition plan 
to transfer the Radiation Science Group to the Defence 
Nuclear Organisation (DNO), 
thus keeping it within the MOD. 
The group will remain located at 
the Alverstoke site in Southern 
Hampshire.

ASCen will continue to provide 
updates on the transition, through this publication 
and other media and is confident that the Army will 
continue to enjoy good radiation science services into 
the future.

Article contributed by Simon Morriss, SO2 EP, ASCen

mailto:ASCen-Mailbox%40mod.gov.uk?subject=
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Serving Wales, 
saving lives

WALES AIR AMBULANCE – A CHARITY APPEAL
Contributed by former DCS(A), 
Lt Col (Retd) Kev Howard-
Perry and Lt Col (Dr) Ami Jones 

How and why do they draw on military expertise 
and where does Dr Ami and other service 
personnel fit in?

Operations
Dr Ami Jones commissioned with the Army Reserves whilst 
an anaesthetic registrar in 2009, joining 203 Field Hospital and 
immediately volunteering for a deployment to Afghanistan. Following 
an intense year of training she deployed to Afghanistan as the 
Medical Officer on the Medical Emergency Response Team, better 
known as MERT. MERT was the British doctor-led rotary medevac 
asset in Afghanistan and pushed interventions usually only possible 
to receive in the emergency department of a hospital, such as 
emergency anaesthesia, blood transfusion and chest surgery, out to 
the point of wounding, resulting in many seriously injured casualties 
reaching hospital alive, and indeed a good number of ‘unexpected 
survivors’. Ami deployed twice in this role over the coming 18 
months treating many casualties and gaining extensive experience 
treating massively injured casualties in this environment.

Transition of MERT skills
Although various areas of the UK had air ambulances who could 
offer some of these interventions and carried doctors as part of their 
team, Wales did not, with their air ambulance being predominantly 
paramedic-led. Ami began working in the nearby Great Western 
Air Ambulance service in Bristol as they did offer some of these 
interventions, but the desire to bring the sort of service she had 
worked with in Afghanistan to the people of Wales was still strong. 
In 2015, along with other colleagues including a number of current 
and recently retired military colleagues, Ami was a key part of 
the inaugural Emergency Medical Retrieval and Transfer Service 
(EMRTS) which launched doctors, critical care practitioners and a 
vast array of interventions out to the people of Wales in conjunction 
with the Wales Air Ambulance charity. Described as a ‘flying 
hospital’ due to the highly complex medical equipment and highly 
trained medical personnel it can deliver to the patient, wherever they 
need it.

Military partnership
Lt Col Ami Jones is still an active part of the service, undertaking 
regular shifts with them as well as being their lead consultant for 
the two South Wales bases. The service expanded to 24/7 service 
in 2020 and maintains strong military links with no less than 
eight Army Reservists amongst the medical staff and a number of 
regular military personnel from all three services, who undertake 
regular shifts to keep them trained and in readiness for any military 
deployments they may be required for.

We can appreciate the scale of large military 
operations with the cost in time, personnel, 
training and finance that it requires! We are also 
used to the MERT Golden Hour… what does WAA 
do and how much does it cost?

‘Flying emergency department’
WAA’s critical care consultants and practitioners have some of the 
most pioneering equipment and skills in the world, including blood 
products and techniques developed in the Armed Forces. This means 
that the patients receive advanced care before they even reach the 
hospital.

How much does it cost to run the service?
WAA is funded by the general public’s support to help keep its 
helicopters flying. The charity does not receive direct funding from 
the government, and does not qualify for National Lottery funding. 
The helicopters are kept in the air through charitable donations, 
fundraising events and membership of the in-house Lifesaving 
Lottery.

WAA needs to raise £8 million every year to 
operate its service! It can help the military and 
others... “let’s save lives together”

How can you help keep WAA airborne 24/7 and save lives  
now and into the future?
Lt Col (Retd) Kev Howard-Perry will be fundraising via  
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/col-kev-and-del-dragon 
by completing the Branas Ultra Mountain Marathon 2022 (BUMM 
22) on 11, 12 and 13 May 22 (sub 48hr target). This is a 100 mile 
mountain run from his house Branas (near Bala) to the base of 
Snowdon, straight up and onwards across the 15 x 3,000ft mountains 
of Snowdonia and back again. Total ascent in the region of 6,000m 
(20,000ft) and the same descent within the 100 mile route. Please 
visit the fundraising page and sponsor him from £2 upwards – every 
penny will help keep this charity at the top of its output and save 
lives; or...

Visit the Wales Air Ambulance website for other events and ways to 
donate including one selected mountain runner competing in this 
year’s Dragon’s Back mountain race (236 miles in 6 days) down the 
whole of Wales (runner not selected at time of writing article).  
www.walesairambulance.com 

Thank you

Wales Air Ambulance (WAA) covers the whole of Wales every single 
day. Each year the teams attend over 3,500 missions by air and by 
road, covering rural countryside and the bustling towns and cities. 
This includes the length of the Welsh coastline and across the vast 
mountain ranges. The four airbase operations in Caernarfon, Llanelli, 
Welshpool and Cardiff are ready to saves lives wherever needed.

The MOD, Royal Navy (RN), Army, RAF and Cadets have a rich past, 
present and future relationship with Wales. There are numerous 
locations from Joint Service Mountain Centres, 160th Welsh Brigade, 
RN and Army Reserve units, RAF stations and a whole network of 
Cadet locations. Did you know the Wales Air Ambulance (WAA) 
attends an average of two military incidents a year?

You are covered by WAA 24/7 – from the moment 
you cross the border on leave, exercise, AT, 
visiting or living and working in Wales 

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/col-kev-and-del-dragon
https://www.walesairambulance.com/
https://www.walesairambulance.com/


ARMY SAFETY CENTRE 

Army Safety Centre Group Mailbox 
ASCen-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk

CS(A) – Col Graham Livingstone  
Graham.Livingstone120@mod.gov.uk

DCS(A) – Lt Col Laura Ellis                  
Laura.Ellis267@mod.gov.uk

CESO(A) – Adam Neale  
Adam.Neale105@mod.gov.uk

SO1 SL&I – Martyn Cox  
Martyn.Cox270@mod.gov.uk

SO2 SL&I – Jenny Godfrey  
Jenny.Godfrey928@mod.gov.uk 

SO1 Assurance – Elizabeth Adeosun  
Elizabeth.Adeosun292@mod.gov.uk  

SO1 FEP – Chantel Belt  
Chantel.Belt100@mod.gov.uk

SO2 EP – Simon Morriss  
Simon.Morriss507@mod.gov.uk

SO2 TEaL – Maj Karen Thomson  
Karen.Thomson557@mod.gov.uk

SO2 Comms – Gapped

 KEY  CONTACTS  MAG BACK ISSUES  FUTURE EVENTS 

ARMY FORCE PROTECTION ADVISOR CONVENTION
Weds 16 Mar 22

ARMY SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT  
CONFERENCE (ASEC)
Theme: Risk 
Thu 17 Mar 22 – Tidworth Garrison Theatre 
 
ARMY SAFETY ROADSHOWS

• Roadshow South (Tidworth) – 15 Sep 22

• Roadshow London District – 17 Nov 22

• Roadshow North (Catterick) – 19 Jan 23

 
See the Army Safety Centre Forecast of Events on the 
ASCen SharePoint site for further information.
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ARMY REPORTING CELL (ARC)

ARC Group Mailbox 
ASCen-ARC-Mailbox@mod.gov.uk

SO2 ARC – Tracey Trueman  
Tracey.Trueman100@mod.gov.uk

Catherine Lintell  
Catherine.Lintell183@mod.gov.uk

David Wolfenden  
David.Wolfenden212@mod.gov.uk

William Talmage  
William.Talmage100@mod.gov.uk

Issue 57 
Summer 18

Issue 58 
Winter 18–19

Issue 59 
Autumn 19

Issue 60 
Spring 20

Issue 62 
Spring 21

0300 156 3943

0300 163 4403

0300 155 0501

0300 157 5960

0300 155 4264

0300 152 6436

0300 163 1580

0300 167 9945

TBC

0300 168 2609

0300 168 2297

0300 169 6628

0300 159 4387

0300 161 3671

Issue 61 
Autumn 20

Issue 63 
Autumn 21

 DEFENCE CONNECT 

JOIN THE ARMY SAFETY CENTRE  
GROUP ON DEFENCE CONNECT:

https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/
groups/army-safety-centre

Also, join the DURALS Group too: 
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/
groups/durals
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